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Gas transmission networks are pipeline systems that transport gas from production
sites and import terminals to local distribution networks. Network models of gas
transport networks form the basis for static and dynamic simulations to characterize
important network properties. Furthermore, such simulations have a wide range of ap-
plications, such as the modeling of gas consumption, the identification of bottlenecks,
network expansion, or the optimization of gas distribution strategies [1].
The European gas transmission network consists of a collection of sub-networks each
operated by one Transmission System Operator (TSO). Each gas transmission network
consists of gas terminals or gas entry points, compressor stations, pressure valves,
and storage facilities connected by pipelines. Gas terminals feed gas into the network.
They include Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) terminals, entry points from on- and off-
shore gas fields, and interconnection pipelines from neighboring transmission networks.
Interconnection points can also act as a gas exit and hence, enable the trade of gas
between neighboring TSOs. The gas in the network is transported to storage sites
and distribution networks through pipelines. Compressor stations direct the flow and
maintain the pressure in these pipelines. Pressure valves lower the pressure for local
distribution networks from the high-pressure gas transmission network. [2]
This thesis has been written in the framework of the SciGRID_gas project, which has
the goal of creating an open-source network model for the European gas transport
network. For the creation of the model, public data sources such as OpenStreetMap
or press articles are currently used. These conventional data sources tend to be
inaccurate or incomplete. For the correction of these inaccuracies and incompleteness,
satellite images could play an important role.
The aim of this thesis is to prove that a pipeline dataset can be automatically gener-
ated from satellite images using machine learning methods. For this, a deep learning
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model is trained to recognize pipeline courses on satellite images. Training data will
first be generated using gas network data from Great Britain. Open-access satel-
lite data will be used which is easily accessible, of adequate resolution, and is well
documented. A suitable model will be trained with these data. The trained model
will then be tested with satellite images from Northern Germany. The results will
be evaluated and a possible future large-scale application of the model to the whole
European area will be discussed.
To accomplish that goal Chapters 2 and 3 give the basis of the theoretical knowledge
needed to understand the detection of pipelines on satellite imagery. Thereafter, deep
learning tools for the processing of satellite images are portrayed followed by a chapter
about the model and machine learning methods used in this thesis. In the subsequent
chapter, the training process and the performance of the model on a test dataset are
presented and discussed. Based on these findings, a fully automatic process for the
extraction of pipeline courses from satellite images is presented in Chapter 7. Finally,
the thesis is concluded with a summary of the content and an outlook on possible




This chapter describes the basic theoretical background of gas transport networks. It
starts with the history of fuel gases in Europe, followed by the history and current
state of the transport network in Europe for natural gas. Finally, the construction of
pipelines for these transport networks is described.
2.1 Fuel Gases
Fuel gases are flammable gases or gas composites [3]. Today, fuel gases are an
important energy source with a wide variety of applications. These applications mainly
include electric power generation, heating and cooking in the residential and service
sector and the industry (see Fig. 2.1) [4]. The most used fuel gas is natural gas [5].
Natural gas was formed through biogenic and thermogenic processes from trapped
organic matter within sediments over the past 550 million years. It is a mixture
of hydrocarbon and nonhydrocarbon constituents with its main component being
methane. Some additional components which can be found in significant quantities
are ethane, propane, butane, and pentane [6].
Natural gas can also be liquefied to Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) by cooling it to
approx. −162 ◦C at atmospheric pressure. This reduces it to 1/600 of its original
volume and allows for long-distance transport by ship. Also, remote gas fields that
economically do not make sense to be accessed by pipeline can be used with LNG
technology [7]. Comparing LNG with transportation by pipeline, it is cost effective for
distances above 2500 km and coastal regions [8]. However, recent political tensions
between e.g. Europe and the gas supplier Russia might further increase the demand
for LNG from countries like the United States despite opposing economic factors
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[8].
Figure 2.1: Natural gas use in Europe by sector (2010). [4]
In the 19th century, fuel gases rose to importance with the illumination of the streets
at night. For this, mainly coal gas was used. Coal gas is obtained by the gasification
of coal which produces a flammable gas mixture of hydrogen, carbon monoxide,
methane, and ethylene [9]. During the course of the century and the beginning of the
20th century, its application extended to cooking and heating [10]. The transition to
natural gas as the primary fuel gas began with the discovery of a natural gas field
near Groningen in the Netherlands [11]. This marked the start of the construction
of a gradually growing gas network in Europe, mainly consisting of pipelines in the
gas-producing countries, which will be discussed in the following.
2.2 The European Gas Transport Network
Although many regions in Europe already implemented infrastructure for the use of
natural gas it only played a minor role as a fuel source. However, after the two oil
crises in 1973 and 1979, large imports of natural gas from Russia, Norway, and Algeria
took over as the main fuel source in Europe in the 1980s. With the usage of natural
gas as a primary fuel gas, large cross-national infrastructure for its distribution was
needed. This resulted in a rapidly growing network of pipelines throughout Europe
[11].
The pipeline network further extended with the introduction of natural gas in Greece,
Portugal, and Ireland in the 1990s. After 2000 the focus laid on the connection of
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the gas market of the United Kingdom (UK) to continental Europe and Norwegian
gas fields. Additionally, new member states to the European Union (EU) were linked
to the EU-integrated system and new import channels from North Africa and the
Caspian Sea were added [11]. To further diversify the gas market in Europe, LNG
terminals were built at several locations: at the Mediterranean Sea, the Atlantic coast,
the North Sea, and the Baltic Sea [12] [11].
Today’s gas infrastructure projects mainly focus on the reinforcement of the North-
Africa-Southern-Europe connection, the connection of central Europe and Russia, and
the connection of the Caspian region to central and Western Europe [11].
Pipelines are usually constructed by specialized contractors commissioned by a Trans-
mission System Operator (TSO) [13]. The development of the European gas transport
network is currently coordinated by the European Network of Transmission System
Operators for Gas (ENTSOG) established by the European Commission in 2009.
ENTSOG is an association of 44 European TSOs, 3 associated partners, and 9 ob-
servers (See Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3). Its goal is to "facilitate and enhance cooperation
between national gas transmission system operators (TSOs) across Europe, to ensure
the development of a pan-European transmission system in line with European Union
energy goals" [14]. To achieve this goal, TSO members of ENTSOG are obliged to
publish information regarding capacity, nominations, flow rates and tariffs pertain-
ing border points, which are interconnection points between the networks of TSOs
[15].
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Figure 2.2: Map of 44 TSO members, 3 associated partners, and 9 observers of
ENTSOG (2020). [16]
Figure 2.3: Detailed map of the ENTSOG members in Austria, Germany, and Switzer-
land with TSO members and observers of ENTSOG (2020). [16]
The total length of the European gas pipeline network amounted to approx. 400 000 km
in 2008 of which 112 000 km belonged to the gas transport network (see Fig. 2.4)
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[17]. The pipe diameter ranges between 38 cm and 229 cm. The largest share of the
transport network in the EU is in Germany which amounted to a length of 27 000 km
in 2018 [18]. This already suggests the importance of the network to the European
energy market. Using the European transport network, 21 % of the annual energy
consumption of all members of the EU in the year 2018 was covered [19]. The main
suppliers of natural gas of the same year were Russia with 38.8 % and Norway 27.0 %
(see Fig. 2.5) [19]. LNG has a share of 12.4 % and is mainly supplied by Qatar
(28 %), Russia (20 %), the United States (16 %), and Nigeria (12 %) [20].
Figure 2.4: European gas transport network as in 2009. Background colors indicate
members of the European Union. [17]
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Figure 2.5: Composition of European natural gas imports of 2018 with year-over-year
growth compared to 2017. [21]
2.3 The Construction of Pipelines
The European gas transport network consists of offshore and land pipelines. Offshore
pipelines for example connect the gas market of Great Britain (GB) to Continental
Europe or the Norwegian offshore gas fields to the mainland [11]. For the detection of
pipelines on satellite images, it is important to understand the environmental changes
created by their construction. The construction of offshore and land pipelines differ
significantly and will be discussed in the following sections [13].
Before the start of the land pipeline construction, an area next to the planned pipeline,
commonly called "right of way", needs to be acquired (see Fig. 2.6). The width of the
right of way usually varies between 10 m and 50 m. Large right of ways are generally
required for rougher terrain and larger pipeline diameters. It is mainly used during
the construction phase and afterward, protects the pipelines from damage through
the roots of trees and simplifies maintenance and leak detection. [13]
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Figure 2.6: Construction of NEL gas pipeline near Hasenhäge, Germany. [22]
At the beginning of the construction phase, the right of way is cleared from all vege-
tation to make it maneuverable for construction vehicles. A ditch is dug, depending
on the pipeline diameter and the local regulations. The pipe joints of the pipeline are
strung along the ditch. After the joints are welded together, coating and wrapping to
protect the pipeline from corrosion are added. The pipeline is lowered into the ditch
which is then backfilled with the previously excavated soil. Finally, the line segment
is tested for leaks and the right of way is cleaned up. [13]
The construction of offshore and onshore pipelines shares many operations. However,
most of the operations are either done before the actual assembly of the pipeline or
on the open sea. There are several methods for the construction of offshore pipelines.
Most of them require the use of heavy marine gear. The most common method is
the lay barge method which will be discussed in the following [13].
A lay barge is a marine vessel containing several welding stations, an inspection sta-
tion, a coating station followed by a tensioner with a stinger. The individual pipe joints
are stored on the vessel. Anti-corrosion coating is usually applied ashore leaving a
section of bare pipe at both ends of the joint for welding (see Fig. 2.7). The individ-
ual joints are welded together and afterward the welding seams are radiographically
inspected. The welding seams are coated with anti-corrosion coating. An additional
layer of concrete coating is added to add negative buoyancy to keep the pipeline on
the sea-floor. The extra layer also protects the anti-corrosion coating from damage
by e.g. fishing gear. [23] [13]
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Figure 2.7: Pipeline joint with concrete and anti-corrosion coating of Nord Stream
for public display in Kotka, Finland. [24]
The completed pipeline segments are led of the rear of the barge continuously through
a stinger by tensioners in a controlled manner (see Fig. 2.8). In combination with a
system of anchors and anchor wenches at the barge, the pipeline is kept at tension
to reduces stresses within the pipeline and ensure a successful laying of the pipeline
on sea ground. Finally, the pipeline is anchored to the ground to prevent shifting due
to currents and other forces. [23] [13]
Figure 2.8: Schematic illustration of offshore pipeline construction. [23]
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Chapter 3
Satellite Imagery of Pipelines
In this thesis, satellite imagery is used to detect pipelines. In the following sections, the
essential characteristics and the main sources of satellite imagery are discussed.
Satellite imagery usually refers to images of Earth’s surface of a light frequency range
in the visual and infrared spectrum made by satellites. Satellite imagery is often
divided into scenes of a specific size. A scene portrays a certain area at a particular
timestamp. Scenes consist of a certain number of bands. Each band corresponds
to the light’s intensity measured by the satellites sensor sensitive to a particular
wavelength range [25]. Multiple spectral bands are often more valuable than single
or broadband images [25].
To the knowledge of the author there are two main sources for suitable open-access
satellite imagery:
• The Sentinel-2 mission of the Copernicus program by the European Space
Agency (ESA) [26]
• The Landsat program by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) and
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) [27].
The Landsat program performs the systematic collection of land images with the
longest observation span. It is a joint program by NASA and USGS which started
with the first launch of the satellite Landsat 1 in 1972 (see Fig. 3.1). The latest
launched satellite of the program is Landsat 8. All missions differ significantly with
the onboard mounted optical sensory [27].
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Figure 3.1: Landsat mission timeline with planned mission start of Landsat 9 in 2021.
[28]
All spectral bands not only differ in resolution but also in spectral range and radio-
metric performance. The optical sensor used in the missions Landsat 1 to 3 was the
Multi Spectral Scanner (MSS). The three missions span from 1972 to 1983. The
missions Landsat 4 and 5 from 1982-1984 had an additional sensor called Thematic
Mapper (TM). Landsat 7, which started in 1999, carried an upgraded version of the
TM called Enhanced Thematic Scanner Plus (ETM+). The most recent Landsat 8
mission launched in 2013 uses the Operational Land Imager (OLI) - Thermal InfraRed
Sensor (TIRS).
The Copernicus program is the earth observation program of the European Union.
Managed by the European Commission with the European Space Agency (ESA).
Its goal is a global, continuous, autonomous, high quality, and wide range Earth
observation. To achieve this, the Copernicus program started several Earth-observing
satellite missions called Sentinel. The Sentinel-2 mission consists of two satellites
each mounted with the Multi Spectral Imager (MSI).
3.1 Sensors
The optical sensors MSS, TM, and ETM+ of the aforementioned satellites are whisk
broom (WB) scanners. They consist of a rotating mirror scanning the ground track,
deflecting light into a detector. The detector scans one pixel at a time, gradually
building an image of a certain size (see Fig. 3.2). Scenes of the TM scanner cover
an area of 185 km× 172 km with a resolution of 60 m px−1 with its thermal band and
30 m px−1 for the remaining bands. Scenes of the ETM+ scanner cover an area of
183 km×170 km with a resolution of 15 m px−1 with its panchromatic band, 60 m px−1
for the thermal band and 30 m px−1 for the remaining bands. The scenes of the MSS
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scanner cover an area of 185 km× 185 km with a resolution of 80 m px−1.
Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of whisk broom scanner. [29]
The OLI-TIRS and the MSI sensors are push broom (PB) scanners. They consist of
a linear array of detectors each of them scanning one line of pixels at a time (see
Fig. 3.3). The OLI-TIRS outputs scenes which cover an area of 183 km × 170 km
whereas the MSI scanner outputs scenes of the dimensions 290 km × 290 km. The
MSI has a resolution of 60 m px−1 in the atmospheric correction bands, 20 m px−1 in
its short wave infrared (SWIR) and red edge bands, and 10 m px−1 for the remaining
bands. The OLI-TIRS scenes have a resolution of 15 m px−1 for the panchromatic,
100 m px−1 for the thermal and 30 m px−1 for the remaining bands in the visible and
near-infrared (NIR) wavelength range. All missions with their relevant scanners are
summarized in Tab. 3.1.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of a push broom scanner. The arrows indicate the
travel direction of the satellite. [30]
Table 3.1: Overview of main scanner type, years of operation and spatial resolution
for all Landsat missions and Sentinel 2. [31]
Missions Main scanner Type Years operation Resolution
Landsat 1-3 MSS WB 1972 - 1983 80 m px−1
Landsat 4-5 TM WB 1982 - 2011
30 m px−1
60 m px−1 thermal
Landsat 7 ETM+ WB 1999 - now
15 m px−1 panchromatic
60 m px−1 thermal
60 m px−1 remaining
Landsat 8 OLI-TIRS PB 2013 - now
15 m px−1 panchromatic
100 m px−1 thermal
30 m px−1 remaining
Sentinel-2 MSI PB 2015 - now
10 m px−1 visible + NIR
20 m px−1 red edge + SWIR
60 m px−1 atm. corr.
Each band of a scene collected by a certain sensor corresponds to a specific wavelength
range. The first band of each Landsat 5 TM scene for example corresponds to the
wavelength range 0.45 µm to 0.52 µm or the color blue (see Tab. 3.2). An overview
of the wavelength ranges for each band for all Landsat scanners can be seen in Fig.
3.4. The wavelength ranges for all Sentinel-2 bands can be seen in Fig. 3.5.
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Table 3.2: Landsat 5 band overview with spectral range and spatial resolution. [32]
Band Spectral range in µm Resolution in m px−1
Band 1 - blue 0.45 - 0.52 30
Band 2 - green 0.52 - 0.60 30
Band 3 - red 0.63 - 0.69 30
Band 4 - near-infrared (NIR) 0.76 - 0.90 30
Band 5 - short wave infrared (SWIR) 1.55 - 1.75 30
Band 6 - thermal 10.40 - 12.50 120
Band 7 - short wave infrared (SWIR) 2.08 - 2.35 30
Figure 3.4: Atmospheric transmission of sunlight in percent over the wavelength in
nm with spectral senitivity of each band of all scanners of the Landsat missions. [33]
Figure 3.5: Atmospheric transmission of sunlight in percent over the wavelength in




The construction of land pipelines causes temporal changes in vegetation density
between the right of way of the pipeline and the surrounding area (see Sec. 2.3).
Differences in vegetation density can be emphasized in remote sensing by observing
the visible and near-infrared bands of satellite imagery. This is due to the difference
in absorption and reflection of sunlight between different surfaces.
The Sun’s spectrum closely corresponds to the radiation of a black body at 5800 K
[35]. However, due to Earth’s atmosphere, parts of the UV light is absorbed. Most of
the spectrum covers wavelengths between 200 nm and 2500 nm [36]. In general, sun-
light is absorbed and reflected by objects on the ground in specific wavelengths and is
perceived as color. The pigment chlorophyll is highly present in vegetation. Chloro-
phyll strongly absorbs visible light (400 nm - 700 nm) to carry out photosynthesis.
The cell structures of vegetation on the other hand strongly reflect near-infrared light
(700 nm to 1100 nm). Areas of sparse vegetation however, reflect less near-infrared
light and more visible light [37].
To quantify this difference in reflection and absorption in satellite imagery, the Nor-
malized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is introduced. The NDVI is the difference
between the intensity of the reflected near-infrared light normalized by the sum of the
near-infrared and visible light (see Eq. 3.1). It gives a number between -1 and 1. An
NDVI value closer to 1 indicates a higher vegetation density whereas a value closer
to -1 indicates lower density (see Fig. 3.6). [37]
NDV I = NIR− V IS
NIR + V IS (3.1)
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Figure 3.6: Reflection and absorbtion of near-infrared and visible light of dense vs.
sparse vegetation with resulting NDVI. [37]
The calculation of the NDVI is made, based on the satellite specific sensor bands. For
the TM sensor of the Landsat 5 mission band 3 and band 4 are used which correspond
to the red and near-infrared respectively [38]:
NDV I = Band 4−Band 3





Machine learning is the basis for the automated recognition of pipelines in satellite
images. This chapter explains the relevant fundamental theory, starting with the ba-
sics for artificial neural networks. Based on this, it follows the theory for convolutional
neural networks and their application on semantic segmentation tasks. The chapter
concludes with the assessment methods used for the algorithms presented.
4.1 Neural Networks
Machine learning is a branch of artificial intelligence which automates solutions to
complex problems which are hard to implement in a conventional way [39]. Using
the conventional way to create an algorithm, the certain steps needed to arrive at a
desired solution need to be specified. These steps then need to be implemented in a
computer program. For many real-live examples these steps are hard to define, e.g.
for the classic example of detecting handwritten digits on images. Despite the clear
specifications of the problem, its hard to define a general rule on how the image relates
to the digit, due to the various ways the digit can be drawn [40]. In the following, one
way of solving these kinds of problems is presented, namely artificial neural networks.
An artificial neural network "is a mathematical model that is capable of solving and
modeling complex data patterns and prediction problems. Neural network algorithms
are developed by replicating and using the processing of the brain as a basic unit."
[41] This section will discuss the basic units of artificial neural networks, the way these




Artifical neurons are the elementary units of artificial neural networks. They are a
mathematical model of their biological counterpart [42]. Several inputs x1 to xN
between 0 and 1 produce a single output a called activation (see Fig. 4.1). Each
input xm is first weighted with its corresponding weight wm. All weighted inputs are
summed up. This weighted sum minus a bias b serves as the input for a non-linear
function ϕ, often called activation function. The bias guarantees an input to the
function even if all other inputs are 0. The activation function ϕ produces the final

















wm · xm − b
)
(4.1)
One common activation function is the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU). As can be seen
in Fig. 4.2, all negative inputs are mapped to 0, whereas all positive inputs are mapped
linearly. This can be mathematically described by the following equation:
ϕ(x) = max(0, x) (4.2)
where x is the input. [44]
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Figure 4.2: Plot of Rectified Linear Unit.
4.1.2 Structure of Neural Networks
Neural networks are composites of layers of artificial neurons. The weights and biases
of each neuron in the composite can be adapted to fulfill certain tasks, e.g. image
recognition. In general, neural networks consist of an input layer, an output layer and
usually several hidden layers (see Fig. 4.3). The input layer reads in the inputs x1
to xN. Each input xm reads a value between 0 and 1. The hidden and output layer
consist of several neurons interconnected to the neurons of the layer before. The











Figure 4.3: Neural network with input, hidden and output layer.















where NL−1 is the number of neurons in the (L − 1)-th layer, w(L)jk are the weights
between the j-th neuron of the L-th layer and the k-th neuron in layer (L− 1) and
b
(L)







Figure 4.4: Activation of layer L and L− 1.
This can be expressed more properly by summarizing all activations in the L-th layer
and (L − 1)-th layer, as well as all biases of the neurons in layer (L − 1) to one
vector each. Additionally, all weights between these two layers can be combined to
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This can be further summarized to
a(L) = ϕ
(
W (L)a(L−1) − b(L)
)
. (4.5)
One possible application for a neural network would be the classification of 64 × 64
pixel gray-scale image into two classes, class A and B. In this case, each input xm
corresponds to a pixel value of one pixel. Hence, the network has 4096 inputs. The
output layer consists of one neuron. An output of the output neuron closer to 0
corresponds to an input image of class A, whereas an output closer to 1 corresponds
to an input image of class B. The weights and biases of the hidden layers and the
output layer are set in a manner that the input images are classified into the desired
classes.
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4.1.3 Training of Neural Networks
There are more than 200,000 weights and more than 4,000 biases for a fully connected
neural network with 64 × 64 inputs, a hidden layer of 64 neurons and one output
neuron. To produce the desired output for a given input, these weights and biases
need to be adjusted by a process, which is called "learning".
To achieve learning, labeled training data is needed which represents the desired
output for the neural network. For the example above, this could be gray-scale input
images of size 64 × 64 pixels alongside labels which classifies the image into one
of two classes. Using this data, the weights and biases are adjusted such that the
performance of the neural network on this training data is maximized. A validation
data set is then fed into the network. It includes more labeled data which has not been
used in the training data set. The performance of the neural network can be assessed
based on how many images of the validation data set it classified correctly.
The training process itself is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. In the most basic case, the
weights and biases are initialized randomly. The images of the training data are fed
into the neural network. A cost function is used to rate how close the outputs of
the network are to the desired outputs. Cost functions will be treated in more detail
in section 4.1.4. The cost function takes the output of the neural network and the
desired output, the labels of the training data, as input. Based on this input, it
produces a cost as an output. The higher the cost, the lower the performance of the
network. This cost serves as the input for a back-propagation algorithm, which will
be presented in detail in section 4.1.5. The algorithm calculates by how much and in
which direction each weight and bias of the network needs to be changed to minimize
the cost function. Finally, the output vector of the back-propagation algorithm is
used to adjust the weights and biases accordingly. Each cycle of this process is called

















Figure 4.5: Schematic illustration of the training process of neural networks.
4.1.4 Cost Functions
A cost function assesses the accuracy of a neural network’s output. It compares
the actual output of the neural network with the desired output for the given data
and returns a cost. The higher the cost, the lower the neural network performed on
producing the desired output. The goal of training a network is to minimize the cost
function for all training examples resulting in an increase of it’s performance.
The problems to be solved are often multi-dimensional. One cost function which
considers deviations in all dimensions to be equal is the Mean Squared Error (MSE)
[43, Chapter 1]. It is the mean squared distance of the prediction a (W , b,xn) from
the desired output yn where N is the total number of samples:




(yn − a (W , b,xn))
2 . (4.6)
MSE is best used for continuous problems, e.g. for regressions where the distance be-
tween predicted and expected point needs to be minimized. For classification however,
other cost functions are more suitable.
Often times a classification of data into one of two classes is needed. These problems
are called binary classification problems. These classes can be imbalanced. One cost
function optimized for imbalanced binary classification tasks is Dice loss [45].
Dice loss is based on the Dice coefficient. The Dice coefficient is a measure of overlap
between predicted and ground truth (see Fig 4.6 and Equ. 4.7). It ranges between 0
and 1, where 0 indicates no overlap between desired truth, also called ground truth,
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Figure 4.6: Schematic illustration of the calculation of the dice coefficient.
DC (W , b) = 2 | yn ∩ a (W , b,xn) |
| yn | + | a (W , b,xn) |
(4.7)
Cost functions need to be minimizable. To make the optimal solution full overlap,
the minimum Dice loss is defined as C = 1−DC:
C (W , b) = 1− 2 | yn ∩ a (W , b,xn) |
| yn | + | a (W , b,xn) |
. (4.8)
4.1.5 Back-Propagation
Back-propagation is short for backward propagation of error. It was originally de-
veloped to calculate gradients of complex functions. Today, it is one of the most
important algorithms in the training of neural networks. The algorithm calculates the
gradient of a given error or loss function C with respect to the networks weights and
biases. [43, Chapter 5]
The name stems from the method of calculating the gradients of the weights of the last
layer first, and the gradients of the first layer weights last. Calculations of the partial
gradients of one layer are used to calculate the partial gradients of the previous layer.
The backwards propagation of the error calculation allows for an efficient method for
the determination of the gradient of the cost function. [43, Chapter 5]
Before formally defining the back-propagation algorithm, the weighted sum of the
























with ϕ being the activation function of the neural network.
To simplify the calculations to come, the bias of the j-th neuron in the L-th layer is
defined as the weight between the 0-th neuron of the prior layer and the j-th neuron
in the L-th layer. Additionally the activation of the 0-th neuron in the (L − 1)-th
layer is set to 1 (See Equ. 4.11), so that




0 = 1. (4.11)




















As mentioned above, the underlying principle of training a neural network is to mini-
mize the cost function
C (W ,X,Y ) =
N−1∑
n=0
Cn (W ,xn,yn) (4.13)
with respect to the network weights W for N inputs, with X being all inputs, Y
being all desired outputs and xn and yn being the n-th input and corresponding
desired output. The gradient of the error function for a particular input n can be
written as a vector containing all the partial derivatives with respect to all weights.
For example, for a network with m layers and a number of Nm neurons in the m-th








The derivative of the cost function for a certain input n with respect to every weight in
the network needs to be determined to calculate ∇Cn. To understand the mechanism
behind these calculations, the partial derivative of Cn with respect to the weight wji
in the L-th layer is examined. From section 4.1.4 and equations 4.9 and 4.10 one
notices that Cn depends only on the weight w(L)ji through the weighted sum z
(L)
j .












































 = a(L−1)i . (4.17)








Therefore, for calculating the partial derivative one needs to multiply the error at the
output end of a weight with the activation of the input end of the weight. Hence, to
calculate the gradient vector ∇Cn for an input n the errors at each neuron need to
be calculated.
In order to calculate the errors for each neuron, one has to start at the output layer
of the neural network. Considering a neural network ofM layers, the error of the j-th





Hence, the partial derivative of cost with respect to weight between the j-th neuron






Traveling deeper into the neural network it becomes clear that the errors of a hidden
layer L depend on the errors of the layer L + 1. Hence, using the chain rule for






















































































































This finally results to a partial derivative of the cost function with respect to a certain






















l for 1 ≤ L ≤M. (4.27)
From equation 4.27 the concept of back-propagation becomes clear. To calculate the
gradient vector ∇C, the partial derivatives ∂Cn/∂wji for all n inputs and all weights
need to be determined. For this the errors in the networks final layer are calculated.
These errors are used to calculate the errors in the first to last layer. This process is
repeated until the first layer is reached.
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In other words, the inputs are fed forward into the network until they reach the
output layer. The back-propagation algorithm then propagates backwards through the

















Figure 4.7: Back-propagation of the errors δ through a neural network.
4.1.6 Optimizer
The back-propagation algorithm gives an indication for the amount and direction
the weights in the network need to be changed to minimize the cost function. The
higher the gradient for a certain weight, the higher the needed adjustment to arrive
at the optimal solution. Optimizers are algorithms to execute these adjustments
optimally. These adjustments take place after a certain number of input-output pairs





cost function for each weight for a batch t with a certain number of input-output














Gradient descent is the simplest optimizer. The optimizer adjusts the weights of the
network by the calculated gradient of the batch t times a set factor α called learning























In this case the learning rate stays the same for each weight. Sometimes however,
some gradient information is more important for one weight than for the other. For
these cases an individual and adjustable learning rate for each weight would be desir-
able. Optimizers with this functionality are called adaptive learning rate optimizers.
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A common optimizer of this category is the Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam)
optimizer. [46]
The Adam optimizer considers past gradients for a certain weight to adjust its learning
rate. For this the exponentially decaying averages of the past gradients mt and the
exponentially decaying averages of the squared past gradients vt are kept (see Equ.
4.30 and 4.31). [46]






















In machine learning the mean of a set of numbers is often called first moment, whereas
the variance is often called second moment. mt is an estimate for the mean (the fist
moment) and vt is and estimate for the variance (the second moment). Hence, the
name for the optimizer. β1 and β2 are set numbers close to 1. The authors of the
optimizer recommend β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. Since vt and mt are initialized as
vectors of 0 they are biased to stay close to 0. To counteract this bias the values are


























where ε is a small factor (the authors recommend it to be 10−8) to prevent divisions
by 0 and α is a set step size [47].
Like mentioned earlier, the weights of the network are update after each batch. A
whole pass through the training set is called epoch. Neural networks are usually
trained for several epochs.
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4.2 Convolutional Neural Networks
Input variables are often distorted by one or more transformations. For image data
these transformations include deformations, scaling or rotation of the target within the
image (see Fig. 4.8). In many applications of pattern recognition it is necessary that
predictions should be invariant under these transformations. To achieve this, a model
is needed whose output stays invariant for the transformed input. One approach is to
build invariance properties into the structure of the neural network. This concept is
the basis for convolutional neural networks (CNNs). [43, Chapter 5]





















Figure 4.8: Three images of an eight of the MNIST dataset. [48]
Up to now, only fully connected neural networks were considered. For these networks
a 2-D gray-scale image is transformed to a 1-D input vector to serve as an input.
Naturally, this vectorization leads to the loss of some spatial information. It ignores a
key property of images, which is that nearby pixels likely correlate more than distant
pixels. Many computer vision technologies exploit this property by extracting local
features from small subsections of the image. These local features are then merged
to detect higher order features. Ultimately, these yield information about the image
as a whole. Convolutional neural networks achieve this by three processes:
• local repetitive fields
• weight sharing
• sub sampling
Convolutional neural networks are organized into planes called feature maps. A sub-
section of an input image is connected to one unit in the feature map. In Fig. 4.9a,
one unit of the feature map is connected to a 3×3 pixel section within the red window
of the input image. The window corresponds to a set of weights (see Fig. 4.9b) called
kernel. The pixels contained in the window are multiplied with their corresponding
weight and summed up. The weighted sum is then fed into the unit in the feature
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map and a bias is applied. The weighted sum is used as an input for the activation










Figure 4.9: Schematic illustration of convolutional neural network (4.9a) with 3 × 3
Kernel (4.9b).
The same kernel is sled over the whole image (see Fig. 4.10) each time connecting
a sub-region of the image to a unit of the feature map. The feature map can be
understood as a feature detector, detecting one pattern at different locations of the
image. For example, for the kernel depicted in figure 4.9b this would be a diagonal
line from the upper left to the lower right corner. Due to the weight sharing of each
unit in the feature map, the evaluation of its activations is equivalent to a convolution
of the image pixel intensities with a kernel. [43, Chapter 5]
Figure 4.10: Kernel movement with stride of 2 px.
A shift of the input image would only result to a shift of the activations of the feature
map while staying structurally the same. This is the basis for the above mentioned
invariance to transformations of the input image. In addition to the first convolution
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of the input image, convolutional neural networks usually consist of multiple feature
maps. [43, Chapter 5]
The outputs of the feature maps serve as inputs the subsampling layer. There again,
each unit is connected to a certain sub-region on the feature map via weights defined
by a corresponding kernel. Unlike in feature maps, the sub-regions are chosen so that





Figure 4.11: Schematic illustration of a convolution followed by a subsampling layer.
Normally, convolutional neural networks consist of several pairs of feature maps (con-
volutions) and subsampling layers. This leads to a decrease in spatial resolution which
is compensated by an increase of the number of features. The last part of a convolu-
tional neural network usually consists of two fully connected layers. These could for
example use the extracted features to classify the image into several classes. Convolu-
tional neural networks are trained by a slightly modified back-propagation algorithm.
Due to the network structure, the number of overall weights and biases are lower than
in fully connected neural networks. The additional constraints on the weights, e.g.
due to the use of kernels, further reduces the number of parameters to be learned.
This makes it superior to fully connected neural networks when using image data.
[43, Chapter 5]
4.2.1 Max-Pooling
Like mentioned above, it is common to periodically insert subsampling layers in-
between successive convolutional neural networks. The goal is the progressive reduc-
tion of the input’s spatial resolution. This lowers the number of parameters to be
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updated in the network and decreases the number of computations for the network’s
training. Eventually, this also controls for overfitting, which reduces the ability of
the trained model to generalize to new inputs not included in the training data. [49,
Chapter 14]
The most common subsampling layer is the max-pooling layer. It often comes in the
form of a 2 × 2 filter with a stride of 2. It downsamples every slice of the input by
2 along the height and width (see Fig. 4.12). This is handled by the filter by taking
the maximum out of 4 values each operation, which results in the discard of 75 % of
activations while keeping the depth dimension the same. [49, Chapter 14]
8
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Figure 4.12: Schematic illustration of 2×2 max-pooling operation on a 4×4 matrix.
The colored backgrounds indicate the area of each max operation.
4.2.2 Batch Normalization
In deep learning, the input data is usually normalized. This prevents features with a
higher range from having a higher impact. The same can also be done for outputs
of layers serving as input for hidden layers. In batch normalization, this is done by
subtracting the batch mean from the output and dividing this by the mean’s standard
deviation, which limits the activation range. This leads to
• the prevention of overfitting,
• higher possible learning rates,
• better learning of different features, and
• ultimately the speedup of the training. [50]
4.2.3 Concatenation
For convolutional neural networks it is often desirable to share features between dif-
ferent layers along the network. One way of sharing these is the concatenation layer.
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The concatenation takes two or more inputs and concatenates them along one specific
concatenation axis (see Fig. 4.13). To accomplish this goal, the inputs need to have
the same size except for the concatenation dimension. Assuming two inputs of the
size 34× 34× 12 and 34× 34× 6, a concatenation along the 3rd axis would create
an output of the dimension 34× 34× 18. [51]
Figure 4.13: Schematic illustration of a concatenation of two layers (red and green)
along the concatenation axis (blue arrow).
4.3 Semantic Image Segmentation
Image segmentation means the partition of images into regions of reasonable homo-
geneous visual appearance or regions corresponding to objects or parts of objects [43,
Chapter 9]. For satellite images this could for example mean the partition into regions
of cropland, urban areas and forests.
The objective is to extract parts of the images which need further analysis, e.g. the
extraction of a road network from a gray-scale satellite image. Optimally, image
segmentation produces an output which is more meaningful e.g. a binary map of
pixels where white pixels represent roads and black pixels represent background area.
[52]
Semantic image segmentation is the pixel-wise labeling of an image. Since the problem
is defined at pixel-level, determining the class of a whole image or parts of the image
is not acceptable. The localization of the class on the original image pixel resolution
is necessary. [52] [53]
CNNs had various successes in challenges of semantic segmentation [54] [55]. CNNs
in semantic image segmentation take images as input and produce a map of the same
dimensions as an output. Each pixel of the output is assigned to one class. CNNs are
provided with image-mask pairs to be trained for this task. In a two-class problem,
the mask is a binary pixel map indicating which pixel in the image belongs to which
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of the two classes. The mask is also called "ground truth". The ultimate goal of the
training is to enable the model to produce a pixel map similar to the ground truth
from a given input image.
4.4 Performance Assessment
Trained networks can not only be assessed by the cost function. There are several
additional ways to assess the performance of a neural network. The following section
will discuss some of these for binary classification models. The following two cases
will be discussed: First, the case of balanced classes where class A and B take up
roughly 50 % each for each instance. Second, the case of imbalanced classes where
e.g. class A represents more then 90 % of each instance. The kind of assessment in
binary classification problems is essentially based on the balance of the two classes.
For balanced classes, it is common to use measures based on the confusion matrix. In
cases where classes are highly imbalanced the Intersection over Union (IoU) is often
used.
4.4.1 Confusion Matrix
Many measures of the performance of binary classification algorithms are based on
the confusion matrix (see Tab. 4.1). The matrix summarizes the number of true
positives (TP), false positive (FP), true negatives (TN) and false negatives (FN). In
the case of a binary classification of elements into class A (positive or P) and class
B (negative or N), a false positive would mean an element being classified as class A
even though it belongs to class B. A true positive however, means an element which
is classified correctly as class A.
Table 4.1: Structure of a confusion matrix. [56]
True class Positive Negative
Yes TP FP
No FN TN
TP + FN = P TN + FP = N
Many measures of the assessment of neural networks are based on the confusion
matrix. Some examples are:
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accuracy = TP + TN
P +N (4.35)
precision = TP




false alarm rate = FP
N
(4.38)
These measures work well for balanced classes. However, problems arise for imbal-
anced ones. Table 4.2 shows two confusion matrix of different classifiers. Both have
the same precision and recall. Still, both classifiers show different classifier behaviors.
The left one shows a weak positive recognition rate and a strong negative recognition
rate. The right one shows the opposite behavior. The accuracy is generally a good
measure for the performance of classifiers. It fails however, for class imbalances.[56]
This is especially true for semantic image segmentation. Classes in semantic image
segmentation are usually highly imbalanced and most popular challenges do not use
these metrics. Alternatively, IoU is often used in these challenges which looks at the
similarity and diversity of sample sets. [53]
Table 4.2: Confusion Matrix for two classifiers with same precision and recall but
different classifier behaviors. [56]
True class Positive Negative
Yes 200 100
No 300 400
P=500 N = 500




4.4.2 Intersection over Union
Intersection over Union (IoU) is common measure of performance of binary classifiers
for imbalanced classes. In semantic image segmentation it is the ratio of intersection
between the pixel-wise predicted classification result with the mask or ground truth,
to their union (see Fig. 4.14). In other words, it is the number of pixels prediction
and ground truth share over pixels which are included in prediction and ground truth








Figure 4.14: Schematic illustration of the calculation of the Intersection over Union.
or in more precise terms, similar to the Dice loss described in section 4.1.4
IoU = | yn ∩ a (W , b,xn) |
| yn ∪ a (W , b,xn) |
= | yn ∩ a (W , b,xn) |
| yn | + | a (W , b,xn) | − | yn ∩ a (W , b,xn) |
. (4.39)
The IoU produces a number between 0 and 1. The higher this number, the better
the prediction agrees with the ground truth. [53] An IoU score of greater than 0.5 is
normally considered a "good" prediction [49, Chapter 14].
4.4.3 Cross-Validation
In the realm of machine learning, especially in deep learning, a large amount of training
data is needed. Oftentimes however, the number of training data is limited. Splitting
the available data into training data and validation data according to the usual scheme
often leads to overfitting. This makes it necessary, to set aside a number of images
for the final evaluation of the model called test dataset. This however, leads to a
further reduction of the little available training or validation data. To build a good
model, it is desirable to have as much data available for training as possible. Similarly,
reducing the validation set will give a noisy prediction of the predictive performance
of the model. To overcome this, k-fold cross-validation can be used.
K-folding is essentially taking the available data and partitioning it into k folds. In
the simplest case, all k folds have the same size. One fold is used for validation
while k − 1 folds are used for training. This process is repeated for all k possible
combinations (see Fig. 4.15). In k-fold cross-validation the average score of the k
splits is then taken to assess the performance of the model. [43, Chapter 1]
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Figure 4.15: Schematic illustration of k-fold cross validation. The grey boxes represent





In this chapter, all methods used to obtain the results discussed in Chapter 6 are
described. It begins with the acquisition and pre-processing of data, followed by the
preparation of the data. The chapter is concluded with the design and training of the
model.
5.1 Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing
For the training of a neural network for image segmentation, training data is needed.
To the knowledge of the author, there is no open-source training dataset available
which would be well suited for the training of a model to detect pipelines on satellite
images. Thus, a new dataset had to be created from scratch. In the following, the
acquisition of the necessary raw data needed is described. Further, the pre-processing
methods used to make this raw data readable for the model described later in this
chapter.
5.1.1 Pipeline Course and Construction Date
For the creation of a training and validation dataset, geolocalized data on the course
and dates of construction of pipelines are needed. The electricity and gas utility
company National Grid operates the gas pipeline network in Great Britain. On its
website geolocalized data on its pipelines is provided as a shapefile [57] (see Fig.
5.2). Construction dates can be found in the open-source database created by the
non-governmental organization Global Energy Monitor [58]. To test the performance
of the trained algorithm, georeferenced data is required. This data is obtained from
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OpenStreetMap (OSM), a collaborative open-source project for the creation of a free
editable map of the world [59]. OSM data can be downloaded, filtered, and converted
to GEOJSON with the Python library esy-osmfilter [60]. The NEL (Nordeuropäische
Erdgasleitung) pipeline in North Germany is chosen as a test case [61]. It has a
diameter of 1.42 m, a total length of 441 km, and delivers 531 GW h of natural gas
annually (see Fig. 5.1) [62]. Some information about its construction specifications
can be found in this press article [63].
Figure 5.1: Course of NEL pipeline (red) in Northern Germany. [64]
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Figure 5.2: Map of energy infrastructure of National Grid UK. Gas pipelines are
depicted in purple. [65]
The geolocalized data is loaded into Google Earth Engine (GEE) [66]. GEE is a
platform for the processing of satellite imagery. Landsat 5 Tier 1 Surface Reflectance
images of the construction dates of each pipeline in the dataset are loaded. The
images are cropped down to an area of interest. The NDVI (see Chapter 3) is
calculated. Finally, the images containing the bands 1, 2, 3, 7, and the NDVI are
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downloaded in the Tagged Image File Format (TIFF). The course of the pipeline on
each image is downloaded from GEE.
5.2 Data Preparation
A ground truth is needed to train an image segmentation algorithm using Landsat
images. The ground truth is generated using the GEOJSON data on the pipeline in
the following way: An all-black TIFF-image of the same size as the satellite image of
the pipeline is created. The course of the pipeline is projected onto the raw image.
The GEOJSON data has no information about the width of the pipeline construction
site. Hence, each pixel in the range of 30 m around the course of the pipeline is tagged
as a pixel containing the pipeline. The remaining pixels are tagged as background
(See Fig. 5.3).
(a) Image (b) Mask
Figure 5.3: Raw satellite image and corresponding mask.
All bands of the image are normalized to a range from 0 to 1. For bands 1, 2, 3 and
7 the factor 0.0001 provided by the USGS is used [67]. The NDVI is normalized to a




Pixels with invalid values, which are most likely caused by oversaturation, are replaced
with the value 0. Finally, the processed images and corresponding masks are cropped
into image-mask pairs of the dimensions 64× 64 px (see Fig. 5.4). Only image-mask
pairs are kept which contain more than 50 px tagged as pipeline. The full process of
training data processing can be seen in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic illustration of the cutting process to create image-mask pair.


















Figure 5.5: Process of training data generation with the raw data as input and the
image-mask pairs as output.
5.3 Model Design and Training
As mentioned in section 4.3, CNNs had great success in various image segmentation
challenges in the last years. One particular CNN architecture is U-Net which is also
the foundation of the model used in this thesis [68]. The architecture was origi-
nally developed for multi-class image segmentation of biomedical images. However,
its application left its original realm and was successfully applied to different image
segmentation tasks [69] [70].
A schematic illustration of the model used in this thesis can be seen in Fig. 5.6. The
architecture takes 64× 64 px images with five channels (one for each band) as input.
It yields a map of the same dimensions with one channel. The model is, like the
name suggests, u-shaped. It can be divided into two parts: a contracting part (left)
and an expansive part (right). The left part is the downsampling part, also called the
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encoder. It is a convolutional network for the increase of feature information and the
reduction of spatial information. This is achieved by a series of convolutions, followed
by a ReLU layer and a max-pooling operation. The right part is the upsampling part,
also called the decoder. Its goal is the combination of spatial and feature information



























to output lter num
Figure 5.6: Schematic illustration of the u-net-based model used in this thesis. The
left part shows the encoder reducing the input image size from 64×64 px to 2×2 px.
The right part shows the decoder increasing the image size to 64× 64 px again.
5.3.1 Encoder
The encoder can achieve its goal, the increase of feature information, by a series
of 3 × 3 convolutional layers with ReLU activation (black boxes). After each series
of convolutions the number of filter layers is increased, e.g. in the first step the
dimensions of the image change from 5 to 64. Each series of convolutions is followed
by a 2 × 2 max-pooling layer which reduces the image size by 75 %. This leads to
a reduction of the image size between the first and second step from 64 × 64 px to
32× 32 px. The encoder reduces the spatial resolution from 64× 64 px in the input
layer to 2 × 2 px in the last layer. At the same time, the number of filter layers is
increased from 5 to 512.
5.3.2 Decoder
As mentioned before, all the spatial information is lost at the last step of the encoder.
The goal of the decoder is the reconstruction of the spatial information from the
previously learned features. This is done by a series of 3 × 3 convolutions with
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intermediate batch normalization layers, followed by 2 × 2 upsampling layers. This
reduces the feature layers from 512 in the last layer of the encoder to 1 in the last layer
of the decoder. Simultaneously, the spatial dimensions are increased from 2× 2 px to
64× 64 px again. The batch normalization layers further speed up learning.
5.3.3 Skip Connections
Skip connections execute a concatenation between distant layers. Implemented sym-
metrically between encoder and decoder, they help to share fine-grained feature in-
formation between encoder and decoder. This supports the decoder with detailed
spatial information to better reconstruct the image from the learned features. The
skip connections are indicated with the red arrows in Fig. 5.6.
5.3.4 Training
The model was implemented using the Python library Segmentation Models which
itself is based on the machine learning and neural network libraries Tensorflow and
Keras. The problem at hand can be considered as a semantic image segmentation
problem. Hence, Dice loss is chosen as the cost function. The model is trained for
four different learning rates: 1e−3, 1e−4, 1e−5 and 1e−6. The available data is
limited to approx. 300 image-mask pairs. Thus, 5-fold cross-validation is used (see
Fig. 5.7). Each run of each cross-validation is tested on a separate test dataset.
Fold 1 Fold 3 Fold 4 Fold 5Fold 2
Fold 1 Fold 3 Fold 4 Fold 5Fold 2
Fold 1 Fold 3 Fold 4 Fold 5Fold 2
Fold 1 Fold 3 Fold 4 Fold 5Fold 2
























Figure 5.7: Schematic illustration of training process using 5-fold cross-validation and
subsequent testing on a separate dataset.
Additional augmentation is used on the training data. This further increases the
number of available training examples. Five different augmentations were used on
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the image-mask pairs (see Fig. 5.8):
• a horizontal flip
• a vertical flip
• a rotation of 90°
• a transpose or a
• grid shuffle (see Fig. 5.9)








Figure 5.8: Overview of five augmentations used on the image-mask pairs during the
training process.
Figure 5.9: The principle of grid shuffling, demonstrated with a picture of my dog
"Sam".
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The model is trained for a maximum of 200 epochs. The learning rate is reduced by
a factor of 0.1 if the validation IoU does not change for 15 epochs. The training is
stopped if the validation IoU does not change for 20 epochs. The model with the





The learning rate has a high impact on the training of neural networks. Learning rates
which are too small result in slow training or non-convergence of the loss. However,
learning rates that are too high lead to high fluctuations of the loss in training which
again can cause non-convergence. To investigate the influence of the learning rate
on the training of the neural network at hand the network is trained with different
learning rates. The goal is to find the learning rates at which the network training
still converges and a smooth training process is ensured.
The model was trained with learning rates of 1e−03, 1e−04, 1e−05 and 1e−06. The
dataset described in chapter 5 was used with 5-fold cross-validation. Each split is
trained for a maximum of 200 epochs. The learning rate was further reduced by a
factor of 0.1 if the maximal validation IoU did not change for 15 epochs. The training
was stopped if the maximal validation IoU did not change for 20 epochs. The weights
of the maximal validation IoU of each split are saved. The maximal validation IoU
and minimal validation loss of each split were averaged for each learning rate.
The mean maximal validation IoUs and minimal validation losses for each learning
rate can be seen in Fig. 6.1. The training and validation IoU scores of each training
epoch of the second split are plotted over the number of epochs alongside the mean
maximal validation IoU score of the corresponding learning rate in Fig. 6.2a to 6.2d.
Additionally, the training and validation losses of each training epoch of the second
split are plotted over the number of epochs alongside the mean minimal validation
loss of the corresponding learning rate in Fig. 6.3a to 6.3d.
The mean maximal validation IoU scores and minimal validation losses of the learning
rates of 1e−03 and 1e−04 both have similar values within the standard deviation of
one another. The mean max. val. IoU score and the mean min. val. loss for 1e−05
are slightly lower or higher, respectively. This indicates the convergence of these
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measures during the training processes for 1e−03 and 1e−04 and training processes
close to convergence for 1e−05. Figure 6.2a to 6.2c confirm this assumption despite
showing high fluctuations of the validation IoU score between each training epoch.
The validation loss was also subject to high fluctuations for these learning rates (see
Fig. 6.3a to 6.3c). These fluctuations can be explained by the relatively low number
of training data of 375 image-mask pairs compared to e.g. the Massachusetts Roads
dataset containing more than 1000 image-mask pairs 1000×1500 px each [71]. Figure
6.2d and 6.3d show smaller fluctuations but no trend of convergence. The mean
maximum validation IoU score of the learning rate 1e−06 is only 8.4 % of the mean
maximum validation IoU score of the learning rate of 1e−05. The mean minimum
validation loss of learning rate 1e−06 is 4.6 times higher than the one of the learning
rate 1e−05. This, in combination with the small standard deviation, suggests non-
convergence for all splits for the learning rate of 1e−06.
The authors of the Adam optimizer recommend an initial learning rate of 1e−03
[47]. The training processes are still able to converge for learning rates of 1e−04
and 1e−05. For a learning rate of 1e−06 a convergence is not possible. The model
was trained for images from Great Britain. For the detection of pipelines in Europe,
a similar performance of the model for images of all counties in Europe would be
desirable.








Mean max. val. IoU score
Mean min. val. loss
Figure 6.1: Minimum loss and maximum IoU score averaged over all training splits




































































































































Figure 6.3: Loss over number of epochs for split 2.
To test the ability of the model to generalize to unknown data, all fully or nearly con-
verging models were tested with a dataset of images of the NEL pipeline in Northern
Germany. The dataset consisted of 37 images of the same properties as the training
dataset. Each model trained on each split for each learning rate was evaluated on
the test dataset. The IoU scores and the losses were averaged for each learning rate
(see Fig. 6.4). The highest mean IoU and lowest mean loss of 0.57 ± 0.01 and
0.31 ± 0.01 respectively were measured for the learning rate of 1e−04. The lowest
IoU of 0.48± 0.03 and highest loss of 0.38± 0.03 were reached for the learning rate
of 1e−05. The best performing split of the learning rate of 1e−04 was found to be
split 5 with an IoU score of 0.58 and a loss of 0.29. This makes it still performing
0.07 worse in terms of IoU score than the mean maximum validation IoU score during
training. To get a better picture of possible causes for that, the performance of the















Figure 6.4: Mean loss and IoU score of trained models applied to test dataset for
each learning rate with standard deviation.
The visual performance assessment was first done on the validation dataset of the 5th
split of the 1e−04 learning rate. This assessment was repeated on the test dataset
unknown to the model. Figure collection 6.5 shows a collection of input images, the
corresponding mask, and the prediction of the model. For the predictions, only pixels
above 90 % certainty are shown. Figure collection 6.6 shows images, masks, and
predictions in the same manner for the test dataset.
Fig. 6.5a to 6.5c show the performance on input images with a low density of pipeline-
like structures. The model can predict the pipeline course with high accuracy. Fig.
6.5d shows an input image with a high number of pixels belonging to infrastructure
which is visually similar to the pipeline course depicted in 6.5e. The model is still
able to accurately predict the course of the pipeline without incorrectly labeling the
infrastructure as pipeline. This, however, is not always the case. Fig. 6.5i shows the
prediction of the pipeline course for Fig. 6.5g. Parts of the image that are visually
close to the pipeline are incorrectly labeled as pipeline. However, it is not conclusive
why only this small part is labeled as pipeline and not areas which are similar. Fig.
6.5l shows the opposite case. Parts of the image shown in Fig. 6.5j are falsely labeled
as background. This, however, can be explained by the visual similarities between
the pipeline course and the background. The model is also able to predict pipeline
courses which are wrongly annotated (see Fig. 6.5m to 6.5o). This also means the
model was punished for correct predictions in the training process which reduced the
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IoU score.
The trained model behaves similarly with the test dataset as input. In cases of
backgrounds with little pipeline-like structures, the model reliably predicts the pipeline
course (see Fig. 6.6c). This is also true for backgrounds, which contain visually similar
structures like the one depicted in Fig. 6.6d. However, this is not always the case.
In Fig. 6.6i a road and parts of a field path were falsely labeled as pipeline. Falsely
negative labeling also took place. Similarly to the validation dataset, the model had
problems labeling pipeline courses with low contrast to the background (see Fig. 6.6j
and 6.6l). As in the validation dataset, not all images were labeled correctly. The
model was still able to correctly predict the course of the pipeline for these images
like can be seen in Fig. 6.6m to 6.6o.
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(a) Image (b) Mask (c) Prediction
(d) Image (e) Mask (f) Prediction
(g) Image (h) Mask (i) Prediction
(j) Image (k) Mask (l) Prediction
(m) Image (n) Mask (o) Prediction
Figure 6.5: A selection of predictions of the trained model on the validation dataset.
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(a) Image (b) Mask (c) Prediction
(d) Image (e) Mask (f) Prediction
(g) Image (h) Mask (i) Prediction
(j) Image (k) Mask (l) Prediction
(m) Image (n) Mask (o) Prediction
Figure 6.6: A selection of predictions of the trained model on the test dataset.
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The lower IoU score can be attributed to multiple factors. The geo-referenced data for
the test dataset originated from OpenStreetMap and not from the TSO operating the
pipeline. This could have lead to more errors in the labeling process, which resulted
in incorrect ground truths. Since the ground truths are the basis for the assessment
of the model’s performance, this could be the reason for the IoU being lower for
the test dataset. Another factor could be attributed to the different regions of the
training and test dataset. The course of a pipeline appears visually similar throughout
Europe. The background, however, is subject to sometimes dramatic changes due
to e.g. the change of vegetation area, infrastructure, or type of agriculture. Since
both datasets are located in different regions of Europe new background features were
introduced with the test dataset. The model was not trained on the test dataset and
was therefore not able to learn those features. This resulted in more false positive
labels and ultimately in a lower IoU score.
From the results, it can be concluded that the extraction of pipeline courses from
satellite images using a u-net-like deep learning model is possible. The model was
successfully trained (IoU > 0.5) with initial learning rates of 1e−03, 1e−04, and
1e−05. The training produced a mean maximum validation IoU score of 0.66± 0.02,
0.65± 0.03 and 0.61± 0.03 for these learning rates respectively using a 5-fold cross-
validation. All training runs had high fluctuations of the validation loss and IoU score
between each training epoch. This can be explained by the low number of training
data. Poorly labeled data could also have influenced the training process. The models
trained with the learning rate 1e−04 performed best on a dataset unknown to the
model. The evaluation produced an IoU score of 0.57 ± 0.01 which is 0.08 lower
than the mean maximum validation IoU for this learning rate. A visual performance
assessment led to the conclusion that this difference is caused by two main factors.
The test data was labeled differently which might have caused ground truths of lower
quality for this dataset. Additionally, the data was collected in different regions which
introduce new background features the model could not be trained on.
The resolution of the images could also play a significant role in the performance
of the model. This could mean better performance of a model trained with images
of higher resolution. Thus, pipelines build after the launch of Landsat 4 in 1982,
which had the same sensor set as Landsat 5, could be detected on satellite images.
However, prior Landsat satellites had a maximum resolution of 80 m px−1, which is
greater than the maximum width of the right of way in pipeline construction. Hence,
pipelines build before 1982 could be difficult to detect on satellite images.
The models were only trained with images of gas transmission pipelines which have
a diameter of at least 45 cm, and tested with data of the NEL pipeline which has a
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diameter of 141 cm. The pipelines on the satellite images are detected through their
right of way created during construction. The width of the right of way scales with
the diameter of the pipe. Thus, pipelines of smaller diameter e.g. in other countries
or of distribution networks could be hard to detect on satellite images.
In conclusion, it can be noted that the process has several downsides. Although
it is quite accurate on low noise data it has some difficulties with images containing
structures that are similar to pipelines and areas of low contrast to the pipeline course.
This can be partly compensated with the collection of more training data. The model
can only be applied on data that contains the pipeline during construction. This
either means that the date of construction of the pipeline is known to the user or
the model is only part of a larger process. One suggestion for such a process will be




In the previous chapter, it was discussed that the model can only be part of a larger
process to create a meaningful way to detect pipelines on satellite images. Only using
the trained model of the previous chapters, pipeline images from the construction
phase are required to produce an output containing a reasonable part of the pipeline
course. This is not practical since the date of construction is usually not known.
This chapter proposes an automatic process using the model. For reasons already
discussed in chapter 3 the process will be based on Landsat images.
To detect pipeline courses manually on satellite images, a region of interest needs to
be defined. The region of interest denotes an area where a pipeline was likely installed.
These areas can be found e.g. by gaps in available data sources like OSM. Using the
region of interest, a list of images depicting this region needs to be accessed. The
images can be used as input for a trained model. The model will always falsely detect
pixels as pipeline. The number of pipeline pixels detected in an image before and
during a pipeline construction should differ. Thus, the images need to be successively
fed into the model, starting at the oldest image. A sudden change in the number
of pipeline pixels indicates a pipeline construction. Hence, these images need to be
flagged. Georeferenced data about the pipeline course needs to be extracted from
the flagged images. For this, the generated pixels maps from the model created by
the flagged images can be fed into a post-processing algorithm. An overview of the













Figure 7.1: Overview of steps of proposed process for the automatic extraction of
pipeline courses from satellite images. Ellipses represent inputs and outputs while
rectangles represent process steps.
7.1 Definition of Region and Generation of Image
List
A great number of satellite images are needed to detect pipelines in an area. Thus,
an image source needs to be accessed to generate a list of images. This can be done
through application programming interfaces (APIs). One example of an API accessing
Landsat images through Python is landsatexplore [72]. It takes the coordinates of the
region of interest, the desired minimal cloud cover of the images and a time frame to
return a list of Landsat images. Clouds can block the view on pipeline construction
sites. Thus, the cloud cover needs to be minimal. The time frame required as input
for the API can either be kept as wide as possible or can be specified if further
knowledge of the pipeline construction in the region was available. Different satellites
have different spectral sensitivities. Hence, images from different satellites have other
characteristics. The model the images are fed into was likely trained on images of
one satellite to achieve higher performance. Therefore, the output list from the API
has to be additionally filtered by satellite. The resulting list contains all images of a
certain satellite of a region of interest over some time.
7.2 Pipeline Detection
Now that a filtered list of images of the region of interest is available, the images
containing the pipeline construction need to be found. This is done by successively
downloading the actual image using the API and feeding it into a model trained on
images from the specific satellite. For this, the images likely need pre-processing
like normalization and NDVI calculation (see chapter 5). Like mentioned before, the
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numbers of detected pipeline pixels will peak between an image before and during the
construction. Images of a high pipeline pixel number need to be flagged. The pixel
maps generated by the model from the flagged images can be used for post-processing
in the next step.
7.3 Post-Processing
Georeferenced data needs to be extracted from the images to make a dataset usable
for gas networks. The pixel maps produced by the model using images of pipeline
constructions normally contain small patches of false positives. Additionally, they
contain larger patches of true positives interrupted by areas of false negatives (see
Chapter 6, Figs. 6.5 and Figs. 6.5). The goal of the post-processing is to filter out
the false positives and connect the patches of true positives. This creates a pixel map
that can be used to extract georeferenced data about the pipeline course.
Small patches of false positives can be filtered out by factors like e.g. proximity to
other patches. Additionally, other datasets like road datasets can be used to filter out
roads falsely labeled as pipeline. Larger patches of true positives can be connected
using e.g. snakes. Snakes or active contour models are for delineating objects. They
use deformable lines that are adjusted to fit features of interests. These were already
proven to work on similarly shaped structures like roads [73]. The true positives of the
improved pixel map need to be exported to a georeferenced data format like GeoJSON
or shapefile. Pixels in satellite images are georeferenced. As long as the structure of
the pixel map does not differ from the original image, the true positives can be read





In the course of this thesis the following goals were achieved:
• A training and test dataset for the training of machine learning models for the
detection of pipelines on satellite images was created. The training dataset
contains 375 images of the size 64 × 64 px of gas transport pipelines in Great
Britain. The test dataset contains 37 images of the same dimensions of the
NEL pipeline in Northern Germany.
• An U-net like deep learning model was successfully trained with the above-
mentioned training dataset with initial learning rates between 1e−03 and 1e−
06. Models trained with the learning rates of 1e−03 and 1e−04 were found to
be converging at a mean max. val. IoU score of 0.66 ± 0.02 and 0.65 ± 0.03
respectively. Models trained with the initial learning rate of 1e− 05 were found
to be close to convergence at a mean max. val. IoU score of 0.62 ± 0.03
whereas for the initial learning rate of 1e− 06 no convergence was determined.
• The ability of the model to generalize to a different region in Europe was tested.
For this, the converging models or models close to convergence were evaluated
on the above-mentioned dataset. The best performing models were found to
be the ones trained with an initial learning rate of 1e−04 performing with a
mean IoU score of 0.57 ± 0.01. This makes it perform 0.08 worse in terms
of IoU score than the mean max. val. IoU score during the training process
for this learning rate. A visual performance assessment confirms a reduction in
performance. However, the trained models were still found to be able to detect
pipelines on images.
Based on the findings of this thesis the successful detection of pipelines on satellite
images with resolutions of 30 m px−1 using machine learning methods was proven.
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With IoU scores greater than 0.5 this was also proven for different vegetation zones.
However, the current process was found to be far from fully automatic. The images
have to be selected and loaded manually into the model, and the output of the model
needs further manual post-processing to make it usable for gas networks. Thus, a
process for the automatic detection and extraction of pipeline courses from satellite
images based on the model considered in this thesis was proposed in Chapter 7.
Nonetheless, there are some more immediate steps which can be taken to improve
the performance of the model:
• The collection of more training data throughout regions of Europe
• The correction of mislabeled data
• The collection of image data with higher resolution
Additionally, there are the following questions to be clarified:
• How does the trained model perform on data from vastly different vegetation
zones like the Mediterranean scrubland in Spain?
• Is it even sensible to train the model not only for images of one satellite at a
time but also for one vegetation zone?
• How does the trained model perform on thinner pipelines than used in this
thesis?
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